Dr. J.J. Samasoni

PART A
ROOM NAME TO BE IN BLACK LETTERING ON WHITE LAMINATE FOR GENERAL USE. ROOM NAME TO BE REVISED ENGRAVED.

2.05

PART B
ROOM NUMBER IN BLACK LETTERING ON WHITE LAMINATE STRIP – REVERSED ENGRAVED NUMBERS 2mm.

2.05 Dr. J.J. Sa

TYPE A EXTRUSION

ASSEMBLED DOOR SIGN

2.05 ELECTRICAL RISER

DOOR NUMBER & NAME SIGN
USED FOR PLANT ROOMS, RISERS, CLEANER'S CUPBOARDS, ETC.

NOTES:
- LETTERING ON LAMINATE STRIP
- TEXT STYLE "FOUNDRY STERLING - EXTRA BOLD"
- COLOUR TO BE BLACK LETTERING ON A WHITE BACKGROUND
- REFER TO STD SIGNS GS–200 FOR ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION
- REFER TO STD SIGNS GS–203 FOR MOUNTING DETAILS
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